
 

How to Read the Past Performance Lines in the Running Aces Program 

1 

The saddle pad color corresponds to the post position. 
PP 1 = Red PP 6 = Yellow 
PP 2 = Blue PP 7 = Pink 
PP 3 = White PP 8 = Gray 
PP 4 = Green PP 9 = Purple 
PP 5 = Black PP 10 = Red & Blue 

 

17 Purse 

2 Post Position 18 
Track Condition, Temperature, Allowances if track condition is less than fast (not shown 
because track was fast) and Hopples 

3 Claiming Price 19 

There are several pieces of information that appear in this space: 

● If the horse has gone up or down in class,  (not tracked at Running Aces) 

● D = Detention 

● Medications L-Lasix, B-Bute, A-Amicar 

4 Morning Odds (The probable odds that are posted before the betting begins) 20 Claimed symbol z- (if the horse was claimed in that race you will see this symbol) 

5 Driver’s Name 21 Coded Class 

6 
Driver’s Information: (age) silks colors (current year starts-wins-places-shows-win 
percentage) 

22 Lead horse’s time at the ¼ pole, ½ pole, ¾ pole and winner’s time 

7 Horse’s Name 23 Post Position 

8 

There are several pieces of information that appear in this space: 
● Hopples (Free-legged ǂ or trotting hopples ƚ)  

● Medications: L = Lasix, B = Bute, F = Banamine, K = Ketoprofen  

● State Bred/Owned = (MN) Minnesota Sired 

24 Position in the race/lengths behind the lead horse at the ¼ pole, ½ pole, and ¾ pole 

9 Trainer’s Name and Information: (current year starts-wins-places-shows-win percentage) 25 Position at the finish (1-2-3 Finishers in bold) 

10 
Horse’s Information: color, gender, age, parents: sire (father) - dam (mother) - dam’s sire 
(mother’s father) 

26 Final quarter time (how fast did the horse race in the last ¼ mile) 

11 Owner’s/Owners’ Name, City, State 27 Horse’s finishing time 

12 
Horse’s Statistics for the last 2 years and lifetime: starts, wins, places, shows, 
annual/lifetime earnings, fastest time and the track where it was achieved 

28 Closing Odds 

13 Br – Breeder’s Name and State 29 Driver 

14 Horse’s earning for the last 4 starts 30 Trainer 

15 Race date and year 31 Top 3 Finishers 

16 Race number, Racetrack and size of track 32 Number of horses that started in the race 

 


